Pathological indications for conservative therapy in treating cervical cancer.
Neodymium-ytlium, argon, gadolinium (Nd-YAG) laser conization was performed in 366 patients with carcinoma in situ (CIS), and 198 with microinvasive carcinoma (MIC), and 29 with early invasive cancer (IC). The diagnostic accuracy was 72.5% in the CIS group, and 74.6% in the MIC and early IC group. All of the patients who obtained complete excision are now alive and doing well following the conization, with no evidence of recurrence of the disease. Incomplete excision was found in 21.7% of the MIC, 50.0% of the IC with 3 mm or less invasion, 22.2% of the IC with 3.1-4 mm, 60.0% of the IC with 4.1-5 mm invasion, 100% of the IC with 5 mm or more invasion. The residual rate of the MIC and IC with 4 mm or less invasion was 8.5%, lower than 62.5% of the IC with 4.1-5 mm invasion. The cure rate by conization in the patients with IC of 4.0 mm or less was much higher than that in the patients with IC of over 4.1 mm. These results suggested that the indication of laser conization for early IC was the case within 4 mm invasion, completely excised.